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EVANGELISM: A RAINBOW IN REVERSE? 
 
As Christians, we begin with the finest pot of purest gold: Jesus Christ 

and his vision for humanity. His vision shimmers through these words: 

                   Go therefore and make disciples of all nations 
                   baptizing them … teaching them to observe  
                   all I have commanded you. (Mt. 28:19, 20) 

Inspired by that Pot of God, we move into all the world. Our response to 
Christ takes on the hues of a giant rainbow spanning time and place. Yet, it 
is a rainbow obscured by clouds. 

For many years and for some Christians today, the Gospel’s call is 
clear. Through our teaching of Jesus Christ, people experience the power of 
Christ in their own lives. They turn from their old ways, are baptized into the 
new life of Christ, and grow in faith through the Church. 

For many, this interpretation of Christ led to unexpected discoveries. 
Going to teach the Gospel, missionaries found that people lacked material 
essentials. Unexpectedly, they also found God already there. So 
missionaries began to use the word ‘companion’ instead of ‘missionary’, and 
‘partner’ churches rather than ‘sending’ and ‘receiving’ churches. Teachers, 
agricultural workers, nurses, doctors and technicians of all kinds came to 
work side by side with the people. Evangelism became a ‘doing-with’ as well 
as a ‘talking-to’. 

 
A Time For Questions 

 
Recently, First World Christians have found themselves in a new era of 

evangelism. Baptizing and working alongside as partners is no longer 
enough. To announce God’s Good News, First World Christians cannot be 
part of oppression. The ever-widening gap between the powerful few and the 
powerless many, the threat of environmental collapse, the horror of 
economic greed, the brutality of religious conflicts and ethnic cleansing — 
these force everyone to confront the underlying structures of today’s world. 
The structures must be challenged. We hesitate. Some of us do not 
recognize our part in the structures. All of us are imprisoned by our gains 
from them. 
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Meanwhile, Third World people observe, reflect and grow in awareness. 
They understand their oppression. They refuse to hear God’s Word from us 
when we are part of multinational corporations or tourism or manipulated 
political systems or the arms industry or … that are exploiting them. If we do 
not work with them against the unjust structures. They refuse our money, our 
partnership and ‘our’ truth. Committed joint efforts marked by honesty and 
integrity — efforts for peace, justice and the environment — must come first. 

The immense rainbow extending from the Wealth of Jesus Christ 
shimmers with many hues. Sometimes one hue fades. Sometimes a new 
hue appears. Frequently, one hue tried to outside another. Heavy clouds 
hide many parts of the rainbow. Our evangelism in the Third World, as in 
North America, is often distorted. At times, we rightfully despair. 

 
Surprising Answers 

 
Yet the Winds of the Spirit blow where they will … 

As First World mainline churches weaken and conservative churches 
continue to splinter, spiritually rich, vibrant and growing Christian churches of 
countries like El Salvador and Brazil, Zambia and South Africa, India and the 
Philippines, Korea and Singapore are standing by the Pot of God. They listen 
and look across the oceans to our homeless and our affluent, to our 
disposessed and our powerful, and to our abused environment. And they are 
coming, coming into our seminaries, to teach us about Christ in our land. 

The rainbow is shimmering again … 
 
 

*    *    * 
 
 
 
 

For reflection and discussion 
1. Are there redeeming features in the ‘talking-to’ hue of evangelism? 
2. What short-sightedness hides in the ‘doing-with’ hue of evangelism? 
3. What creative risks do we now face ‘listening-to’ Third World Christians? 
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